
May 20, 2021 

 

Dear Members of the Yale Community, 

 

Yale has announced guidelines for summer educational activities and our planned reopening in 

the fall. These include vaccination requirements for both students, and faculty and staff. Under 

Yale’s current research reactivation and travel guidelines, all off-campus research and fieldwork 

during the pandemic and Yale’s Phase 3 reactivation must comply with additional guidelines and 
procedures. These guidelines also apply to undergraduate students doing research or field work 

this summer, if they are eligible to travel under the Yale College travel policy, which restricts 

travel to high-risk countries. 

 

The Off-Campus Research & Fieldwork Committee (OCR&FWC) has recently modified its 

policies to take into account new CDC advice about the reduced risks of travel for fully 

vaccinated individuals. The main changes make a wider range of research exempt from review 

by the OCR&FWC. These include: 

• Broader travel permissions for fully vaccinated researchers doing research in the United 

States, whose research does not involve collecting biomedical samples or various other 

risks to the health of co-workers or research subjects 
  

• Broader travel permissions for fully vaccinated researchers carrying out individual 

research that allows social distancing (e.g. in archives, libraries, or some natural sciences 

fieldwork), if they are travelling to a country rated below risk level 4 by the United 

States Department of State 

To determine if you need to submit an application for research or field work approval, please 
follow the guidelines for the Natural Sciences or Humanities and Social Sciences. Where 
applicable, the committee has also created a new self-assessment survey that allows you to 
assess whether your research or field work is exempt from further review or requires an 
application. The survey also provides useful links on health information, travel information, and 
vaccine status registration.  
 
Our thanks to our OCR&FWC colleagues for their tireless work reviewing these applications and 
adjusting the guidelines as necessary in order to keep our community safe. If you have 
questions, you may reach out to Committee Chair Steven Wilkinson 

https://click.message.yale.edu/?qs=3d1357583ff295f64e0295b2b46ee0d1e8fa8fde10b2577b3180f6ddcf362088c4932b70b3467966568135ba647a7757241027a1e7a9a3afb83f47a05110ab1e
https://click.message.yale.edu/?qs=3d1357583ff295f66f632c114cf1d5d0ada94813ed28e2178b2f505b3e458314c16b67437bb4645ed7c78b3703e6fcf67122b66fe07c345fb859062c3e214dfe
https://click.message.yale.edu/?qs=3d1357583ff295f6c73717d6be620dbac53509b7f1cae9e416775c4c22a6171aac5e96253e5ffeeedd844721d400db072fb43c7e3ec98785a5d0e2c1d24162ab
https://click.message.yale.edu/?qs=3d1357583ff295f6c0e4ce850634f19b247fa230aa904efc0eedd29b6fb2e89a3fc4177f3f65032177f6869482bba1113ee6ea81abadd7c5830b94ca34725cb1
https://click.message.yale.edu/?qs=3d1357583ff295f6c0e4ce850634f19b247fa230aa904efc0eedd29b6fb2e89a3fc4177f3f65032177f6869482bba1113ee6ea81abadd7c5830b94ca34725cb1
https://click.message.yale.edu/?qs=3d1357583ff295f6f76c1de1199b524604bb4e4aec57f579aad6cd8ddbd7ff7aa845ad56cc2871c59c5985f09a347cfb74753124d9731244f8653fe28a124bbd
https://click.message.yale.edu/?qs=3d1357583ff295f60dea57a1782291f9f2118f20969f625abfbab43e005f55ca2d68846e908d1327775364f61c97c94152753a4b829cf075c7a1b9359213ab51
https://click.message.yale.edu/?qs=3d1357583ff295f6e95470177c949573c2c85d671954d079285f71644dc433c7367d68294662dff0e1180359e93fc933fff12f0e4d37da4f281b78c60cb414e8
https://click.message.yale.edu/?qs=3d1357583ff295f683988d71db3d5be1c514a0a4095b4016ff997698bb0354d769c2f2e96ebd02397e2000cd215cac3d9dc17f19932f53b86942504180b509cf
https://click.message.yale.edu/?qs=3d1357583ff295f6d72bb6f962e7cae9f8567d18a98a16decbb2c07abda00f955236433e6baaafd185604b67e97fbdf51f3770dca60818ee45320d5c9c02c0a4
https://click.message.yale.edu/?qs=3d1357583ff295f6765d43e32db57b27aad154070e9910dfba1096c226c1826c78d5e0969a1a18d91e253528f392a252c433474dcc06d7bb533aec3bb0a9921a


(steven.wilkinson@yale.edu). 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mike Crair, Vice Provost for Research 
 
Steven Wilkinson, Chair of the Off-Campus Research & Fieldwork Committee 
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